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It’s easy to treat video as the magic bullet 
of	marketing.	After	all,	nothing	can	take	you	
somewhere,	introduce	you	to	someone,	or	show	you	
something as well as a good video. However — and 
this is a big however — it needs to be a good video. 

Obviously,	a	good video	should	be	well-thought,	
well-shot,	and	well-produced,	but	those	production	
elements	are	only	the	start.	The	key	to	video	
marketing	is	putting	the	right video	in	front	of	the	
right person at the right time. 

Matching the buyer’s journey properly requires a 
keen	understanding	of	both	your	buyers’	personas	
and	the	kinds	of	videos	that	work	best	in	each	part	
of	the	sales	funnel,	a	task	made	even	more	difficult	
because	of	the	versatility	of	video.	You	see,	some	
kinds	of	videos	work	well	in	many	parts	of	the	buyer’s	
journey,	but	only	when	there’s	a	perfect match 
between video and need.

Here	are	some	examples	of	the	best	options	to	
help	you	map	the	right	videos	to	every	step	of	your	
buyer’s journey.

GETTING
STARTED



The awareness stage is the most obvious 

place to leverage video. When people 

don’t	know	anything	about	your	company	

or	products,	the	power	of	the	play	button	

becomes the magnet that attracts them to 

check	out	your	content.	Still,	it	needs	to	be	

the right kind of video — short and with a 

very	specific	point.	Think	about	the	samples	

at	the	grocery	store	—	a	small	bite	of	pizza	

or	cheese	is	less	imposing	than	a	full	piece	of	

pizza	or	a	full	wedge,	so	you’re	more	likely	to	

actually try the small sample.

AWARENESS
STAGE 
VIDEOS



Awareness videos are usually discovered off-site — via 

search engines, PPC placement, YouTube, or other social 

networks, So, make sure your small sample leads the 

viewer towards relevant, related content hosted on your 

website. Your job is to lead the viewer from the place 

they discover your video to a place they can discover 

more about you — your website.

PRO 
TIP



types of awareness videos

1. Video Blogs
(Short FAQ and Informational Videos)

Whatever	term	you	use	to	describe	them,	these	videos	should	

focus	on	one	person	making	one	main	point	for	about	one	

minute.	They	are	ideal	for	the	awareness	stage,	because	

everything	else	you	want	to	show	or	say	(the	rest	of	the	piece	

of	pizza)	can	be	shown	or	said	with	the	follow-up	video	on	your	

website.	Video	blogs	can	be	used	for	testimonials	and	thought	

leadership,	but	the	best	ones	use	the	video	to	show	something	

useful	or	unique.	No	matter	what,	be	sure	to	optimize	the	blog	for	

search engines by transcribing the video.
Watch	a	few	of	our	favorite	video	blogs:

Sanus,	Haskell's,	Habitat	for	Humanity

https://sanus.wistia.com/medias/kum2qjyp43
https://haskells.wistia.com/medias/x5eve6i4lv
https://tc-habitat-for-humanity.wistia.com/medias/t7ty0k5qdr
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


2. Explainer Videos
 

When	you	have	a	complex	topic,	like	a	software	startup,	using	

animation can be the easiest way to convey your value proposition 

in the short time you have available in the awareness stage.  

The	key	is	to	explain	the	need,	who	it	helps,	and	how	it	works	all	

in	the	first	minute.	Ideally,	explainer	videos	lead	naturally	towards	

testimonial	videos	(proving	the	product	works	for	real	people),	 

and	ultimately	a	free	trial.

 Click	to	view	some	great	explainer	videos:

Yum	Yum	Videos,	VeriFi,	Pinterest,	Delaget

types of awareness videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0UWvdyABFo
https://player.vimeo.com/video/118728221
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJzD4vF5dFA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.delaget.com/data-management-platform/
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


Generally	speaking,	feature	stories	and	profiles	work	best	in	

latter	stages	of	the	buyer’s	journey,	but	there	are	exceptions.	

Shorter	“teaser”	videos	about	the	same	subject	can	work	well	in	

social media — or other awareness areas — catching the viewer’s 

attention	enough	to	watch	the	full	story	on	your	website.	Think	of	

the 20-second promo that a TV station uses to get you to watch 

a	feature	story	on	its	newscast.	You	can	post	a	short	video	on	

Facebook	or	Twitter	with	a	“see	the	whole	story	here”	link.

3. Short Features
+ Profiles	(Teasers)

types of awareness videos

 Click	to	view	some	great	teaser	videos:

Goodman Group,	KDV,	Hazeltine,	Women in IT

https://goodman-group.wistia.com/medias/w9ebggsb8g
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/81ob0aqdzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz0WOQ2Qslk
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


4. About Us Video
 

Whether	you	call	it	a	company	video,	a	culture	video,	or	just	the	

video	that	appears	on	our	“about	us”	page,	that	video	may	very	

well	be	one	of	the	first	things	people	watch	after	they	stumble	(or	

are	led)	onto	your	website.	Make	sure	your	“about	us”	video	is	

well-produced	and	answers	all	of	the	pertinent	questions	about	

who	you	are	and	what	you	do,	because	it’s	one	of	the	first	

places	many	of	us	click	once	we	learn	a	company	exists.

 Click	to	see	some	stellar	examples	of	About	Us	Videos:

Minnetonka	Moccasins,	MITGI,	Olympic Hills

types of awareness videos

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/qqjumhk8el)
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/g140m9fv29
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/vcqvvi2hpe
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


Sometimes,	putting	the	right	video	in	the	right	place	requires	

producing	a	special	video	for	that	place.	We’ve	had	success	

with	special	videos	specifically	created	to	take	advantage	of	

Facebook’s	auto-play	feature,	with	big,	bold	words	superimposed	

over	vibrant	images.	The	goal	is	to	demand	attention	in	the	first	

few	seconds	when	the	video	automatically	plays	silently	in	the	

news	feed.	To	be	successful,	though,	the	video	must	have	even	

more	meaning	when	it’s	replayed	with	full	audio.

5. Produced Social
Media Videos

 Click	to	view	examples	of	social	media	videos:

Uponor Recruiting,	Riverwood

types of awareness videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DF-vykkcOo4
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/62rifxcsnq
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


You	know	that	fun	iPhone	video	you	shot	at	your	product	launch	

event?	It	might	be	a	great	video	for	social	media.	Or	not.

	It	might	seem	fun	or	funny,	but	you	need	to	make	sure	it	fits	

your	strategy.	Think	twice	about	your	messaging	and	your	

personas	before	“winging	it”	with	a	video	you	capture	in	the	

moment.	And	remember,	most	“inside	jokes”	won’t	resonate	with	

your	audience.		In	general,	you’re	better	off	missing	a	chance	

to	make	an	impression	rather	than	missing	the	mark,	and	

tarnishing your brand.

6. Casual Social
Media Videos

types of awareness videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	social	media	videos:

Haskell's	Live	Video,	StoryTeller Recruiting

https://www.facebook.com/TheWinePeople/videos/10155145687853359/
https://business.facebook.com/storytellermn/videos/10155733867432728/
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


By the time they reach the consideration 

stage,	prospects	know	who	you	are	—	but	

they	want	to	know	more.	And	nothing	helps	

fill	in	those	blanks	as	well	as	video.	If	you	

do	it	right,	they’ll	click	from	video	to	video	

(or	from	video	to	wherever	else	you	want	

to	lead	them),	doing	their	research	at	their	

own	pace.	The	key	is	giving them useful, 

relevant, understandable information that 

meets their needs. This is where you build 

up	your	brand,	so	quality is crucial,	both	in	

messaging	and	production	value.	Do	it	well,	

and	you’re	halfway	to	a	sale.	Make	a	mistake,	

and	you	risk	losing	them	altogether.	

CONSIDERATION
STAGE 
VIDEOS



Think of the consideration stage like shopping at a shoe 

store. You go straight to the shelves and start thinking 

about what you want (the awareness stage). You don’t 

want to be bothered by a salesperson. Once you see a 

few things you like, you start comparing prices, colors, 

features (consideration stage), but you still want to do it 

on your own. You might have a few questions, but a pushy 

salesperson could still scare you away. Once you get past 

that point, though, suddenly you want a salesperson — right 

now. You want to try on some shoes immediately. We can 

switch from the consideration stage to decision stage in a 

heartbeat — in a shoe store or while doing research online. 

Understanding your prospects needs, and giving them the 

opportunity to explore until they reach that point, is the key 

to nurturing them from consideration to decision.

PRO 
TIP



1. Demo Videos
Sometimes,	putting	the	right	video	in	the	right	place	requires	

producing	a	special	video	for	that	place.	We’ve	had	success	

with	special	videos	specifically	created	to	take	advantage	of	

Facebook’s	auto-play	feature,	with	big,	bold	words	superimposed	

over	vibrant	images.	The	goal	is	to	demand	attention	in	the	first	

few	seconds	when	the	video	automatically	plays	silently	in	the	

news	feed.	To	be	successful,	though,	the	video	must	have	even	

more	meaning	when	it’s	replayed	with	full	audio.

types of consideration videos

 Click	to	view	examples	of	Demo	Videos:

Be the Match,	Databox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoL-pY7mjJQ
https://databox.com/resources/videos
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


2. Product Videos
In	essence,	these	are	short	commercials	(or	show-and-tell	videos)	

that	highlight	your	product’s	best	features.	Show	them	to	a	prospect	

too	early,	and	you’ll	turn	them	off,	but	when	they’ve	decided	they	

want	to	learn	more,	these	are	exactly	what	they	want	to	see.	

types of consideration videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	product	videos:

Manhattan Toy,	Uponor,	American Time

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/tky3gdogz4)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gImV46bxvdU
http://info.american-time.com/everalert
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


3. Virtual	Tours
One	of	the	unique	advantages	of	video	is	that	it	can	actually	

take	you	somewhere.	Whether	that’s	a	beautiful	seaside	resort,	

into	a	classroom	at	a	school	or	college,	or	an	introduction	to	the	

culture	of	a	company,	video	tours	are	an	efficient,	effective	way	

to	transport	your	prospect	into	your	world	—	and	further	down	

the	sales	funnel.	Again,	timing	is	everything,	so	you	need	to	know	

your personas.

types of consideration videos

 Click	to	view	examples	of	virtual	tour	videos:

Schwan's,	Hennepin Tech

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/cyoqix1ch1
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/sm469zru5j
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


4. Comparison or
Contrasting Video 

If	you’ve	built	a	better	mousetrap,	here’s	your	chance	to	show	how	

it	works.	If	you	have	a	direct	competitor	(particularly	a	well-

known	one	that	dominates	market	share)	do	a	video	to	show	the	

differences.	The	“show	and	tell”	aspects	of	video	allow	you	to	

make	the	comparisons	right	before	their	eyes,	allowing	them	

to easily judge your credibility.

types of consideration videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	compare	and	contrast	videos:

Fstoppers,	New	and	Used	Cars

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyJbIwWma3Y)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4ArgsnpYCw
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


5. Specific	Portion
of an About Us Video
One	of	our	favorite	techniques	is	to	place	a	pertinent	30-45	

second	segment	from	a	company’s	“about	us”	video	on	a	relevant	

product	page,	landing	page,	or	even	on	social	networks.	Most	

company	videos	consist	of	a	series	of	short	stories	—	history,	

culture,	quality,	unique	features,	etc.	If	one	of	those	short	stories	

fits,	add	it	to	your	product	page,	landing	page,	or	nurturing	email.	

If	it’s	really	compelling,	share	the	short	video	on	social	networks,	

leading	to	the	full	video	on	your	website	for	those	who	want	

more. your personas.

types of consideration videos

 Click	to	view	examples:

Learner's	Edge,	Branham

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/2zy0eygjtv)
https://w-c-branham.wistia.com/medias/1cxvxrbntm
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


Congratulations,	your	prospect	is	in	the	

decision	stage.	They	know	who	you	are,	

they	even	know	a	little	bit	about	you,	and	

they’re trying to decide how much they 

like	you.	You’ve	done	a	lot	of	work	to	get	

them	there,	but	they	still	need	to	make	the	

ultimate decision — to choose you over 

the competition.	It’s	a	great	place	to	be,	but	

it’s	also	tricky.	In	fact,	this	is	where	it’s	even	

more important to match the right video 

to	the	right	person,	because	their	concerns	

are becoming more specific. When should 

you	show	them	testimonials,	case	studies,	or	

even	send	a	personalized	sales	video?	Every 

situation is different, but here are your 

building	blocks.

DECISION 
STAGE 
VIDEOS



If you think of the shoe store analogy, this is when you 

suddenly want to talk to the salesperson. You want to 

know if they have the shoes in your size, you want to 

know if there are any sales, and you want all of your 

answers right now. Having a host of helpful decision 
stage videos available on various platforms is the best 

way to be prepared for that moment when they flip the 

switch from casual browsing to serious interest.

PRO 
TIP



1. Testimonials
Few things are more credible than real people giving real 

feedback	about	a	product	or	service.	That’s	why	customer	

reviews	are	so	useful	online.	Better	yet,	video	gives	your	viewer	

an	opportunity	to	vet	the	person	giving	the	testimonial,	to	see	

and hear whether their story sounds sincere. Putting the right 

testimonial	in	front	of	the	right	prospect	will	seal	the	deal	faster	

than any salesperson could. 

types of decision videos

 Click	to	view	examples	of	virtual	tour	videos:

Xcentium,	Hazeltine	Weddings

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/q25d37plo0
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/s2ad0cisl9
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


2. Video
Case Studies 

Let’s	face	it,	case	studies	can	be	pretty	boring.	We	all	know	the	

formula:	present	the	problem,	identify	the	solution,	state	the	results.	

But	video	can	bring	a	case	study	to	life,	illustrating	the	problem	and	

solution	more	vividly	than	words	or	an	info-graphic.	Add	a	legitimate	

testimonial to the mix and it’s on an even higher level.

types of decision videos

 Click	to	see	a	great	example	of	a	compare/contrast	video:

Catholic Charities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XlBAmkHCPo&t=3s
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


3. How-To	Videos
How	often	have	you	found	something	online	that	seemed	either	

too	good	to	be	true	or	too	difficult	to	actually	use?	That’s	when	

you need a “how to” video. Don’t just say your product is easy 

to	install,	show	it.	Break	it	down	into	the	simple	steps.	If	you	do	it	

right,	the	viewer	will	flip	the	switch	while	they’re	watching,	going	

from	deciding	whether	to	buy	your	product	to	picturing	how	they	

can use or install it. 

types of decision videos

 Click	to	view	examples	of	virtual	tour	videos:

Sanus,	Uponor,	Haskell's

https://sanus.wistia.com/medias/6l2m4p07xd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eq1grb5qpX4&t=6s
https://haskells.wistia.com/medias/fgxsnfbpak
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


4. Culture Videos
When	it’s	time	to	decide	between	a	couple	of	similar	products	or	

companies,	learning	more	about	the	quality	or	culture	can	make	a	

difference.	Just	ask	the	folks	at	TOMS	Shoes	or	Warby	Parker	about	

the	value	of	their	“buy	one,	give	one”	models.	Videos	about	what	

make	your	culture	unique	help	personalize	your	company	and	make	

it more attractive to prospects.

types of decision videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	compare	and	contrast	videos:

Power Objects,	Uponor

https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/iugrh8km5t
https://storytellermn-2.wistia.com/medias/mlwkh00340
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


5. Welcome Message
Ideal	for	software	or	anything	else	that	might	start	with	a	free	

trial	online.	The	welcome	video	has	elements	of	a	“how	to”	and	

a	culture	video	to	do	everything	you	can	to	ensure	a	quick,	easy	

start to the process and create goodwill that lasts well beyond the 

length	of	the	trial.

 Click	to	view	examples	of	welcome	videos:

Stratfod	Festival,	Welcome to Hennepin Tech

types of decision videos

https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


6. Full-Length
Product Demo

Ever	considered	signing	up	for	a	live	demo	and	then	skipped	it	

because	you	didn’t	want	to	deal	with	the	salesperson?	Of	course	

you	have.	So	why	not	offer	a	less	imposing	version?	Give	prospects	

the	choice	of	watching	a	full-length	demo	on	their	own,	at	their	own	

pace.	If	they	like	what	they	see,	they’ll	reach	out	to	you	(or	respond	

to	your	email)	afterward	—	just	like	the	shopper	at	the	shoe	store.

types of decision videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	product	demo	videos:

Hubspot

https://www.hubspot.com/products/video-tour
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


7. Salesperson Email
It	takes	the	right	place	at	the	right	time,	but	an	email	from	a	

salesperson	is	both	more	likely	to	get	noticed	and	seem	more	

personal	if	it	includes	a	short	video	from	that	salesperson.		It	

doesn’t	need	to	be	any	more	complicated	than	a	simple,	“Hi,	

I’m	[Name]	from	[Company],	and	I	wanted	to	see	if	you	had	any	

questions	about	______.”	Because	few	people	do	it,	quality	isn’t	

as	important	as	most	videos,	so	you	can	even	record	it	with	your	

iPhone or the web camera on your laptop.

types of decision videos

 Click	to	view	an	example	of	an	email	video:

Videolicious

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXcmBWgiKkw
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


8. Add-Ons
(expanded	services)
At	this	point,	prospects	want	to	know	everything	there	is	to	know	

about	you.	If	there	are	add-ons	that	make	your	products	or	services	

better,	let	them	know	about	it.	And	remember,	the	great	thing	about	

using	video	in	marketing	is	that	they	decide	whether	they	want	to	

click	the	play	button.	If	they’re	interested	in	the	add-on,	it’s	available.	

If	they	aren’t,	they	skip	past	it	without	being	irritated	by	

an extra sales pitch.

types of decision videos

 Click	to	see	some	examples	of	add-on	videos:

Hubspot Sales Tools,	Wistia Soapbox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kY8QIiF6NkQ
https://wistia.com/soapbox
https://www.storytellermn.com/typesofvideo


VIDEO DISTRIBUTION

considerationawareness decision
• Lead	Nurturing	Emails

• Direct	Emails	from	

Salespeople

• Bottom	of	the	Funnel	

Landing	Pages,	

• Specific	Product	and	

Website	Pages,	

• Loaded	on	iPad/Tablet	

for	Sales	Presentation

• Product Pages

• Landing Pages

• Website Pages

• Social Media

• Lead	Nurturing	Emails

• PPC Campaigns

• Company Blog

• Optimized	for	SEO

• YouTube

• Social	Networks

• Part	of	PPC

• Boosting Campaigns

• Added to Email Blasts



Buyer	behaviors	have	changed	—	people	are	searching	for	the	

truth	about	products	and	services,	not	commercials.	We	believe	

that	real,	authentic	content	can	fan	the	flame	of	any	marketing	

strategy. It’s our passion to challenge the status quo by helping 

organizations	create	stories	and	information	that	inspire	action.

Our Emmy award-winning video production team is made 

up	of	former	TV	news	veterans,	who	understand	what	it	takes	to	

create	a	powerful	story	through	video.	Our	proven	process	is	what	

sets us apart. 

As a HubSpot partner,	we	bring	years	of	experience	helping	

companies	harness	the	power	of	inbound	marketing	to	go	

beyond	tactics	and	think	strategically	about	the	content	they	are	

presenting to their prospects.

ABOUT 
STORYTELLER



content marketing + video production agency

5320	West	23rd	Street,	Suite	235	•	Minneapolis,	MN	55416
952-829-9091	•		storytellermn.com
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